
Guest Dates Autograph Table Photos Combos Recordings

AJ Francis FKA Top Dolla SAT/SUN
$20 autos on personal items
$30 on 8x10 

Kids Free (under 18)
Adults $20 $40 autograph/selfie

$20 Recordings
$50 Freestyle Rap Videos

Brent Mukai SAT/SUN

$30 autos on personal items and 8x10's
$40 autos on regular 11x17's
$50 autos on holo 11x17's, statues, figures or collectible cards $30 Selfie $20 add on for auto/selfie $50.00

Casper Van Dien SAT/SUN $40 Autograph $40 Selfie $60 autograph/selfie -
Charlet Chung SAT/SUN $50 for personal item $60 Selfie $40 for auto/selfie $100.00

Dan Green SAT/SUN
$60 Auto
$25 extra for Quote/Inscription (6 words max) $60 Selfie $100.00

$75 Audio
$100 Video

Elizabeth Maxwell SAT/SUN

$40 Autograph 8x10
$50 Autograph on POP or 11x17
$10 for quotes $30 Selfie $20 selfie w/any autograph

Eric Stuart SAT/SUN
$60 Auto
$25 extra for Quote/Inscription (6 words max) $60 Selfie $100.00

$75 Audio
$100 Video

Jason Liebrecht SAT/SUN

$40 autograph 8x10 or 11x17
$50 autograph on POP or Metal Prints
$60 autograph on 3D Art $20 selfie

$50 autograph/selfie combo
$60 Pop/Metal combo

$70 3D art combo
$40 audio
$50 Video

Landon McDonald SAT/SUN

$40 autos on personal items and 8x10's
$50 autos on 11x17's
$60 autos on Funkos, statues or collectible cards
$10 quote with purchase of an auto $30 Selfie $20 selfies w/ purchase of an auto $50.00

Lucie Pohl SAT/SUN

$40 for personal item or 8x10s
$50 for POPs
$50 for 11x17s $40 Selfie $75.00 $60.00

Max Mittelman SAT/SUN

$40 for personal item or 8x10s
$50 for 11x17
$60 for Holographic 11x17
$70 for Gold Print 11x17
$60 Premium Item (POPs, Figures, Collectibles)
$20 to short quote (5 word max)
$40 long quote (6 words or more)

$20 selfie w/autograph
$40 selfie w/o autograph - $100.00

Paul Rugg SAT/SUN

$30 Autographed 8x10
$30 signatures on additional item
$75 Hawaiian Freakaziod Shirt
$5 buttons -

$40 Autographed 8x10 + Selfie
$120 THE WORKS - Autographed 8x10 

+ Selfie + Video Message + Button + 
Hawaiian Shirt $20.00

Ray Chase SAT/SUN

$40 for personal item or 8x10s
$50 for "Classic" 11x17
$60 for Holographic 11x17s
$60 Premium Item (POPs, Figures, Collectibles)
$70 Gold Foil Print
$20 to add short quote (8 word max)
$40 for longer quotes $40 selfie

$60 for personal item or 8x10s + 
selfie

$70 for "classic" 11x17 + selfie
$80 for Holographic 11x17 + selfie

$80 Premium Item (POPs, Figures, 
Collectibles) + selfie

$90 Gold Foil Print + selfie $100.00

Reba Buhr SAT/SUN

$30 for autos on personal items and 8x10's
$40 for autos on 11x17's
$50 auto on holo 11x17, statues and figures
$60 autos on Funko $20 Selfie $10 add on for auto/selfie $40.00

Robbie Daymond SAT/SUN

$40 for personal item or 8x10s
$50 for "Classic" 11x17
$60 for Holographic 11x17s
$60 Premium Item (POPs, Figures, Collectibles)
$70 Gold Foil Print
$20 to add short quote (8 word max)
$40 for longer quotes $40 selfie

$60 for personal item or 8x10s + 
selfie

$70 for "classic" 11x17 + selfie
$80 for Holographic 11x17 + selfie

$80 Premium Item (POPs, Figures, 
Collectibles) + selfie

$90 Gold Foil Print + selfie $100.00

Ryan Bartley SAT/SUN

$40 autos on personal items and 8x10's
$50 autos on regular 11x17's
$60 autos on holo 11x17's, Funkos, statues and collectible 
cards
$80 autos with a quote on Funkos $30 Selfie $20 selfies with purchase of an auto $50.00

Tom Kenny SAT/SUN $80.00 $80 Selfie $120 autograph/selfie combo TBD On-Site

Tom Ruegger SAT/SUN

$30 Autograph
$120 - Duelling Drawings w/ Paul Pugg! Art While You Wait
Art Commissions starting at $150 - $40 Autograph + Selfie $20.00

Trina Nishimura SAT/SUN

$40 autograph flat 8x10
$50 autograph flat 11x17
$60 autograph on POP, Figures, Swords, etc. $30 Selfie - $100 audio/video

NOTE: ALL INFO is subject to change
Check back frequently for updates

* = Cash Only


